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The work presented in this paper focusses on :h?
design of protocols that solve the transaction commitment
problem in a large subsystem when arbitrary partitions
occur while guaranteeing that the same transaction cannot
be commited by a site and aborted by another.
The organization of the paper is as follows : Section 2
presents the problem specification and describes the for
mal model used. Section 3 studies the characterization of
commit protocols by seperating their essence and the
means. Section 4 explores the possible protocols in dealing
with network partitions. Related work is discussed in sec
tion 5 and Section 6 concludes the paper.

A bstract
N etw ork partition is among the hardest failure
types in a distributed system even if all processors and
links are of f a il- s to p type. We address the transaction
com m itm ent problem in a partitioned distributed data
base. It is assumed that partitions are detectable. The
approach taken is conservative - that is, the same tran
saction cannot be committed by one site and aborted by
another,
A new and very general formal model of protocols
operating in a partitioned system is introduced and proto
cols more efficient than the existing ones are constructed.

2. Problem specification.
Let G = (V,E) be the network representing the dis
tributed system. Each member of V is identified with a
s ite and each member of E with a l in k . A subgraph T of
G is a partition of G if G\T is disconnected. A connected
component S of G\T is a g ro u p of T. We identify S with
the sites in S and ignore the links in S when no confusion
can arise. Following is an important assumption we make:
N etw ork partitions are detectable.
We shall not consider here how a network partition
can be detected. It is a hard problem in itself and the
reader is referred to [15] for the description of a detection
procedure and its integration with a concurrency control
protocol. The technique is essentially time-out based and
assumes the appropriate level of synchrony in the sytem
(among the processors and communication and preserva
tion of the order of messages on each link, etc). For our
purposes here, we only need that the messages on each link
are received in the order they are sent. No other syn
chrony is explicitly used.
The transaction commitment problem is defined as
follows: i n i t i a l l y , e a c h s i t e i h a s a b in a r y p r iv a te v a lu e c,

1. Introduction.
Fault-tolerence is among the most important
requirements of a distributed system. Various failure
types have been studied in the literature and numerous
protocols have been proposed to handle these failure types.
Most prominent among these failure types are the proces
sor (site) failures. Two classes among these have attracted
much attention: m a lic io u s fa ilu r e s and f a il- s to p fa ilu r e s .
A component with a fail-stop failure property either fol
lows the protocol it is expected to follow, or simply stops
at some arbitrary point during the protocol. A malicious
component on the other hand can exhibit behaviour arbi
trarily different from its expected behaviour and in fact
can intentionally try to sabotage the operations of the sys
tem. A simultaneous failure of several sites and/or links
can, depending on the topology of the network, lead to a
partition of the system, even if all components are of
fail-stop type. A partitioned network is divided into a
number of subnetworks such that no subnetwork can com
municate with another subnetwork. Focus of this paper is
on distributed systems consisting of only fail-stop sites
and links.
Simplest and most important among the fundamental
problems in Distributed Computing is that of reaching
consensus. The problem considered in this p a p e r is a
special case of this general problem and is known as the
transaction com m itm ent problem in the literature [23].
Protocols exist in the literature that solve the commit
ment problem when only sites fail [21]. Failure of only
communication links not leading to a network partition
can be handled by lower level protocols. Finally, it is not
possible to solve the transaction commitment problem in a
system where arbitrary partitions are possible ¡23], while
there are certain special cases that allow solutions 123],
[19].

( b o th 0 a n d 1 p o s s ib le ) a n d a n y p r o to c o l s o lv in g th e
p r o b le m g u a r a n te e s th a t e a c h s ite ir r e v e r s ib ly d e c id e s o n
a b in a r y v a lu e ( d e p e n d e n t o n a ll i n i t i a l v a lu e s ) by th e
e n d th e p r o to c o l su c h t h a t a ) a ll s ite s d e c id e o n th e s a m e
v a lu e , b) a v a lu e o f 1 is d e c id e d u p o n o n ly i f th e i n i t i a l
v a lu e s a re a ll 1, a n d c) e v e ry o p e r a tio n a l s i t e d e c id e s by a
f ix e d b o u n d e d g lo b a l t im e t ( n ) w h e re n is th e n u m b e r o f
s ite s p a r t i c i p a t in g i n th e p r o to c o l ( t h is g lo b a l d o c k n e e d
n o t be a c c e ss ib le to th e p r o c e s s o r s th e m s e lv e s ).

It is clear that the variant of the transaction com
mitment which does not require the operational sites' to
decide within a bounded time is always solvable. Protocols
that solve this variant of the transaction commitment
problem are known as com m it protocols in the litera
ture. A commit protocol is nonblocking to a failure type
if it can guarantee the termination within a bounded time

P e rm is s io n to c o p y w ith o u t fe e a ll o r p a r t o f th is m a te ria l is g ra n te d p ro v id e d th a t th e
c op ies a re n o t m a d e o r d istrib u te d fo r d irect com m ercial a d v an tag e, th e A C M cop y rig h t
n o tic e a n d th e title o f th e p u b licatio n a n d its d a te a p p e a r, a n d n otice is given th a t cop ying
is b y p e rm iss io n o f th e A ss o c ia tio n fo r C o m p u tin g M a c h in e ry . T o c o p y o th erw ise , o r
to re p u b lis h , re q u ire s a fee a n d / o r sp e c ific p erm issio n .
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A run of a Protocol is partition-prone if there is a
partition event in it. A configuration is decidable if a s,.e
is in a final state in that configuration. A run is a decid
ing run if one of its configurations is decidable.
A run of a commit protocol is associated with the
execution of each transaction to ensure the atomic imple
mentation of the transaction. Thus when a failure occurs,
each operational site participating in a transaction may be
in one of several possible states of the automaton
corresponding to the commit protocol being used (the pos
sible states depend on the progress of the protocol till that
instant). Naturally an attempt must be made to move as
many sites as possible into their final states so that the
resources currently being used by the transaction can be
made available to the other waiting transactions. Three
approaches are possible here - a) the commit protocol
proceeds ignoring the failure information (while still
guaranteeing the atomicity), voting-based protocols being
examples of this, b) each site, after notified of the failure,
attempts to complete the transaction unilaterally ( unila
teral term ination ), and c) a new protocol which uses
the information available in a group as a whole is invoked
after the partition occurs. Such new protocols are known
as c o o p e r a tiv e t e r m i n a ti o n p r o to c o ls or CTPs (these
are called "termination protocols” in [23]). Similarly, the
protocols used for unilateral termination will be called
unilateral term ination protocols or UTPs. Formally,
a CTP can be defined as a c o m m it p r o to c o l run by each
of the groups formed due to the partition (that is, each
group behaves like a single site) where the initial
configuration for a group S is the subconfiguration on S of
the configuration C to which the partition event is applied,
such tha: all messages destined to sites outside S are
erased in the lost-message scenario and certain
undelivered messages are returned to the senders in the
returned-message scenario.
Observe that any CTP degenerates into an UTP in
the extreme case when each site forms a group by itself. In
this sense, any UTP is a special case of a corresponding
CTP (but several CTPs may degenerate to the same
UTP).
The static approach of ignoring the failure is not very
desirable when failures are detectable since it is overly
pessimistic. The UTP-based approach is easy to imple
ment since there is no need for inter-site communication
after a failure is detected. The CTP-based approach on
the other hand requires a degree of coordination among
the sites in a group to project the impression of a single
entity. In an actual implementation, this may mean that
a unique site is e le c te d in each group as the le a d e r of that
group and it runs thé CTP while all other sites in that
group follow the decision made by the leader (or one of
several other possible implementations). Since there can be
further partitions (a group may break into several smaller
groups) or mergings (several groups merge together into a
single group) during the execution of the CTP, the imple
mentation of cooperative termination protocols is complex.
The UTP-based approach is clearly insensitive to such
network reconfigurations. On the other hand, it is likely
that more sites can complete a transaction while using a
CTP than otherwise (since a CTP uses more "information''
than each individual site). We shall consider both of these
approaches in this paper.

in spite of an .rbitrary instance of that failure type [21].
Much of the terminology used in the following formal
model is taken from ¡11], [8j.
Commit protocols can be modelled by (possibly
infinite-state) automata, one at each participating site. In
the rest of the paper, we identify the automaton running
at a site with that site itself when no confusion can arise.
We need to clarify what is possible within an atomic step
at a site: we allow local processing and a state change, the
receipt of a set of messages, and the generation of the out
put messages (thus a site cannot fail after performing
some but not all of these functions). We shall show that
this rather strong assumption does not provide much
assistance in dealing with the partitions. Also, we allow’ a
site to output messages to any number of its neighbors in
a single atomic step.
An e v e n t is the receipt of one or more messages by a
site. For an event e = (p,m) where p is a site and m is a
collection of messages, p is said to be the a g e n t of e. For a
commit protocol P, a configuration consists of the states
of the sites and all undelivered messages in the system.
An event e = (p,m) is a p p lic a b le to a configuration C if p
is allowed to take the next step in accordance with the
degree of synchrony, if any, among the processors, and m
is the collection of messages sent to p by its neighbors but
are not delivered yet. (Thus, we allow a site to receive all
in-transit messages at once.) A run of a commit protocol
is a sequence of configurations C ',,C 2, • • • , where C 1 is
an initial configuration and the configuration C, +1 is
obtained from (7, by a single event applicable to Cj for
all i > 1. A configuration C is reachable if there is an
initial configuration C’ and a run r such that C is the last
configuration and C’ is the initial configuration of r. For a
subset S of V, the subconfiguration of C on S consists
of the states of the sites in S and all undelivered messages
destined to the sites in S.
For each automaton, w7e denote by C o m and A b the
final states with decision values 1 and 0 respectively. A
configuration C has a decision value 1 (0) if one of the
sites is in a state from Com (Ab) in C. Denote the initial
states of each automaton by I, all (other) states that lead
to both Com and Ab states by N. all states that lead only
to Com states by CS, and all states that lead only to Ab
states by CA. This does not mean that all automata have
the same stales; only mat tne states of any automaton can
be c lassified alike.
The effect of a partition in the worst case, apart from
interrupted communication among the groups, is that all
in-transit messages in a group destined to sites in the
other groups are lost. This is the lost-message scenario
¡23]. Since the partitions are assumed to be detectable, w;e
model a partition as a special event delivering a special
message to all the sites. Thus in the lost-message scenario,
if a partition event occurs in a configuration C, each site q,
including the agent of the non-failure event applicable to
C, receives a special message indicating the failure, at the
nearest C, at or after C such that q is the agent of the
non-failure event applicable to C ,. In [23], the authors
consider another scenario: where all undelivered messages
are returned to the senders (when the senders are opera
tional). In general, it may be possible that some of the
undelivered messages are returned to the senders while
others are not. We call this the returned-m essage
scenario. This can be modelled by a special message indi
cating the partition failure to each site and the delivery of
returned messages to the corresponding senders with a
notification to that effect. When we consider . the
subconfigurations on groups formed due to partitions, the
messages in a subconfiguration vary depending on whether
the scenario is of lost-message or returned-message type
accordingly.

3. Properties of com m it protocols.
While investigating the commit protocols, we would
like to explicitly seperate the two aspects of a protocol its essence (what it does) and its means (how it does
that), and study them independently. This approach. ?=
we shall see, not only leads to a better understanding of
the problem itself, but also to better protocols than the
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previously known protocols. We first consider the e sse n c e
part of the commit protocols.
Let A be a commit protocol and let C be a reachable
configuration of A. The "history" of the run leading to C
from an initial configuration C’ can be modelled as an
i n f o r m a t i o n graph a s follows (this c o n s tr u c tio n is simi
lar to the "communication graph" of [9] but they consider a
system with lock-step synchronisation among the proces
sors, tightly synchronous communication, and the top'-Wv
of a complete graph) : nodes in the graph correspond to
the ordered pairs <p,t> where p is a processor and t is
the local time; a directed arc is placed from the node
< p,t> to the node <q,t’> if a message sent by p at local
time t is received by q at its local time t’ and for all t^O,
an arc is placed from <p,t> to < p ,t+ l> for all p. It is
now clear that given a run of A, a corresponding informa
tion graph can be easily constructed and this graph shows
the flow of information among the sites in the system and
the causal relationships among the messages passed. Let us
assume for convenience that each site’s local time is 0
when it is in the initial state.
Proposition 1 [9], Let C be a reachable configuration of
a commit protocol A such that p is in a Com state in C.
Let G be the information graph corresponding to the run
leading to C and let <p,t> be the node in G representing
the status of p in C. Then, for each q, there is a path in G
from <q,0> to <p,t> and all initial values are 1.
Proof follows directly from the definition of a commit pro
tocol since a site cannot reach a Com state unless all initial
values are 1 and the only way a site can know this fact is
by either directly or indirectly receiving a message from
each of the other sites.
□
The following counterpart of Proposition 1 for Ab
states is straight-forward:
Proposition 2. Let C and G be as above except that p is
in an Ab state in C. Then there exists a q with initial
value 0 such that there is a path in G from <q,0> to
< p,t> . □
Let C be a reachable configuration of a commit pro
tocol A and let G be the information graph of C (we omit
to say that it is the graph of the run leading to C, when no
confusion can arise). Let <p,t> be the node in G
representing the status of p in C. We say p has fullinform ation in C if for every q, there is a path in G
from <q,0> to < p,t> . By Proposition 1, having full
information is a necessary but not sufficient condition to
be in a Com state. This condition is neither necessary nor
sufficient to be in an Ab state, by Proposition 2. This
asymmetry is due to the fact that the conditions for mov
ing into Com states must be mutually exclusive from the
conditions for moving into Ab states. For future refer
ence, we use the following notation:
P q = " q knows th a t all initial values are 1".
Notice that if r,r’ are two finite runs such that C,C’
are their final configurations respectively and r is a prefix
of r’, then a processor p with full information in C has full
information in C’ also. The notion of having full informa
tion can be extended to sets of sites in an obvious way as
follows: for a set of sites S, let {<p,t > | p€Sl be the
nodes in G representing the statuses of tte sites of S in C;
then S has full inform ation in C if for each q, there is a
p€S such that there is a path from <q,0> to <p,t >.
We denote the predicate " S h a s fu ll i n fo r m a t io n a n iP a ll
i n i t i a l v a lu e s a re i" by P s ■
Notice that in the above discussion, we have only
considered the paths in the information graph between
nodes and not the individual message passings. This for
malism abstracts the means of the protocol and specifies

only the essence. Now we consider the means aspect of a
protocol.
3.1 V irtual Com m unication Vehicles.
All commit protocols considered in the literature
have highly structured information flow patterns. We find
it easy to express these patterns via the notion of virtual
com m unication vehicles: a virtual communication
vehicle (VCV) refers to the interaction among the sites
directed by the commit protocol and is a directed graph on
n nodes where n is the number of sites'participating in the
commit protocol (some authors refer to these as com
munication topologies" [2j). Messages can be passed on
both directions of an edge but in only one direction at any
time. For instance, the centralized com m it protocols
have the VCV of a star network, edges directed away from
the center of the star. By this, we mean the following:
there is a prefixed special site (the center of the star)
which communicates with every other site while no two
other sites communicate among themselves. A centralized
commit protocol can be implemented on any connected
network: the links in the VCV correspond to paths in the
actual network. Similarly, the decentralized commit
protocols have the complete graph as their VCV (an edge
can be directed either way). Several other VCVs are con
sidered in the literature - straight-line [13], ring [13], and
tree [16] being the most used among these. But in theory,
any graph on n nodes is a possible VCV.
A commit protocol may have several "phases so that
in a phase, one or more sites try to receive messages from
all the other sites, and/or one or more sites try to pro
pagate their messages to all the other sites. A seperate
VCV may be associated with each site during each phase
of such a protocol. Thus, for instance, in a commit proto
col with two phases, the first phase (in which a site
receives messages from all others) may use a star while the
second phase (in which a site propagates a message to all
of the others) may use a tree. Similarly, in a decentralized
version of this protocol, each site could be using a seperate
VCV to receive the messages from all other sites.
3.2 Classification of Com m it protocols.
We say a commit protocol is of the fast-com m it
type if every site q moves into a Com state as soon as P q
is true (that is, satisfying P q and moving into a Com state
can be considered to be an a to m ic e v e n t lo c a l to q by all
other sites). A commit protocol that is not of the fastcommit type is said to be of the delayed-comm it type.
Thus, a delayed-commit protocol A has a set S A of sites
associated to it (independent of the run) such that no site
moves into a Com state while a site s from S A does not
satisfy P e. We shall refer to the sites in S A as delay
sites of the protocol A since they delay the other sites
from moving into Com states. The following examples
exemplify this. Let us consider the basic two-phase
com m it protocol [13]. Under this protocol, a site starts in
an initial state, sends out its private value while moving
into an N state if it is 1 and an Ab state if 0, and if in an
N state, moves into a Com or Ab state directly as soon as
it gains full information or finds that a private value is 0,
respectively. Thus, the basic two-phase commit is of the
fast-commit type. Several variations of this protocol exist
in the literature where a central site exists and a certain
number of other sites act as back-ups to it. In such a pro
tocol, the central site does not move into a Com state
immediately after gaining the full information but first
informs all of the back-ups and then moves into a Com
state. We can easily see that it is a delayed-commit proto
col and the back-ups are its delay sites. The three-phase
com m it [21] is another delayed-commit protocol: no site
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moves into Com state unless all other sites have gained
full information (that is, all sites are delay sites).
A commit protocol can now be described in two
parts: a) the conditions under which each of the sites
moves into diiferent states, and b) the VCV used to
achieve the conditions. Extending this insight to the ter
mination protocols, we find it intuitively appealing to view
a termination protocol also as a two-stage process: the
specification of the predicates to be satisfied by a
site/group, and the actual implementation. We shall
further explore these ideas in the following sections.

Hence there is a unique possible commit predicate and a
corresponding unique abort predicate. □
This result has an important implication: fastcommit protocols cannot handle network partitions. To
show this, we observe that under the unique TP possible
for such a protocol, a site not already in a final state can
move into a final state after a partition only if i t is i n a n
i n i t i a l s ta te . But this is only a trivial termination since
for all practical purposes, a site in an initial state can
move into an Ab state unilaterally. Consider the basic
two-phase commit for concreteness. Notice that it is liKely
that most sites are in an N state at a randomly chosen
instant during the execution of this commit protocol,
independent of the assumptions made on the behaviour of
the system (since the sites have a private value of 1 for
most of the transactions in realistic environements). This
implies that the sites simply wait until a total recovery if
the commit protocol used is the basic two-phase protocol.
Consequently only the delayed-commit protocols can be of
any practical assistance in handling partitions. Conse
quently we shall only deal with the delayed-commit proto
cols in the rest of the paper.

4. Behaviour after the detection of a partition.
W’e first consider the UTP-based approach in which
individual sites not already in final states try to move
into final states consistently with others. We express the
essence of the protocol used by the individual sites as an
ordered pair of predicates we call term ination predi
cates: < c o m m i t p r e d i c a t e , a b o rt p r e d i c a t e > . Commit
predicate specifies the predicate to be satisfied by a site to
move into a Com state while the abort predicate is to be
satisfied to move into an Ab state. Clearly commit and
abort predicates must be mutually exclusive (since two
sites may independantly move into Com and Ab states
otherwise).
We do not specify the means of the termination pro
tocol explicitly. Instead we lit a site choose its own
means; it is free to use whatever information it could
gather in trying to assert the predicates. Thus unlike the
existing solutions, our approach encourages a site to
actively gather (before the failure) any information that it
can use to assert a termination predicate.
By Proposition 1, a necessary condition for a site to
move into a Com state is that it has full information and
all initial values are 1 (that is, the site q satisfies P q ) and
it can be easily checked that this is valid even after a
failure. Thus P q is the w eakest possible comm it
predicate. We note that by contrast, the condition of
Proposition 2 is N O T a necessary condition to move into
an Ab state after a failure. The following is the w eak
est possible abort predicate: n o o th e r s i t e h a s a l r e a d y
c o m m i t t e d . Clearly these two predicates are NOT mutu
ally exclusive but are the two extremes. Given a commit
(abort) predicate, its negation is the weakest possible
abort (commit) predicate it can be paired with. We sum
marize this below:

4.1 The M eans of Term ination protocols.
Delayed-commit protocols can have a wide range of
possible termination predicates, two extremes being the
progressive protocol and the conservative protocol. An
actual implementation of the protocols based on termina
tion predicates (that is, the m e a n s o f th e p r o t o c o l ) can
vary depending on the commit protocol and its VCV. As
an example, let us consider the centralized three-phase
commit (with the star as its VCV during all phases) which
works as follows: each site (including the central site) with
an initial value of 1 moves into an N state and sends its
initial value to the central site (a site unilaterally aborts
(moves into an Ab state) before sending the message if its
initial value is 0); the central site, after receiving all of the
initial values (when they are all 1), or after receiving a 0,
moves into a CS state or an Ab state, and sends a "prepare
to commit" or "abort“ message to all sites, respectively; a
site receiving a "prepare to commit" message acknowledges
it and moves into a CS state; a site receiving an "abort"
message moves into an Ab state; the central site, after
receiving all acks, sends a "commit" message to all sites
and moves into a Com state; a site receiving a "commit"
message moves into a Com state. Finally, assume that the
progressive protocol is used after a partition.

Strongest predicate
Weakest predicate
Decision type
Commit
some site is in a Com state P a for some q
no site can be in a Com state
NOT P 0 for any q
Abort
The following termination predicates form the two
extremes, for a given commit protocol: < strongest commit
Let us consider the lost-message scenario first.
predicate, weakest abort predicate > and < weakest com
Notice that, under the three-phase commit protocol, a site
mit predicate, strongest abort predicate >. Any valid pair
satisfies P q if and only if it is in a CS state. Hence, it is
of termination predicates must fall between these two. We
trivial for a site to assert the commit predicate. Observe
call the former of these two the conservative protocol
that the central site is the first to move into a CS state.
and the latter the progressive protocol. Notice that
Thus, the central site satisfies the abort predicate if it is in
the progressive protocol tries to commit whenever possible
an initial or N state (that is, it is able to exploit the VCV).
while the conservative protocol tries to abort. We first
Any other site can assert that it satisfies the abort predi
show that the nature of a commit protocol may make the
cate only if it is in an initial state. A site in an N state,
choice of the commit and abort predicates trivial.
even if the abort predicate is satisfied, cannot assert it
unilaterally and hence must wait. (Thus, under the pro
Proposition 3. Let A be a fast-commit protocol. Then,
gressive protocol, all sites except the central site wait
irrespective of the VCV, there is exactly one pair of possi
when they are in N states.)
ble termination predicates.
In general, a non-delay site of a delayed-commit pro
Proof. By the hypothesis, if P q is true then q can be con
tocol (if exists) can be easily checked to have a unique
sidered to be in a Com state. But this implies that the
possible LTP. It satisfies the commit predicate when in a
strongest and weakest commit predicates coincide for A.
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CS State and satisfies the aboi: predicate when in an I
state. The following table summarizes the extremal con
ditions to be satisfied by a delay site other than the central
site for a delayed-commit protocol:

Condition type
Local state of the group
Strongest commit Com
Weakest commit
CS
Strongest abort
I or CA or Ab
Weakest abort
AP
In [l], Barbara and Garcia describe CTPs by
quorum agreem ents: a quorum agreement is an ordered
pair < c o m m i t quorum, abort quorum>. A quorum is a
collection of subsets of V; in a quorum agreement, each
element of the commit quorum intersects each element of
the abort quorum. Since their primary concern is the
mutual exclusion, they do not specify how the state infor
mation is used: their only reference to states is "(of course,
if any of the sites in the group is already in commit or
abort state, the transaction is committed or aborted)". If
we take this on the face value then this approach misses
even trivial cases such as a site being in an initial state
when any TP can move it into an Ab state. Thus, we
interpret the quorum agreements as follows: a group
satisfies the commit requirement if it is a superset of one
of the sets in the commit quorum and is in CS state; simi
larly a superset of a set in the abort quorum satisfies the
abort requirement if a) it contains a delay site and is in
one of I, N, or CA states or' b) it has no delay sites but is
in I state. Chin and Ramarao in ¡3] define the termination
protocols as mappings f from the power set of V X Q to
¡0,1,oo) where Q is the state set of an automaton and oo
refers to the decision to wait, subject to the following con
straints: a) f(X) = 0 if (i,s)eX where s€ A b (Jl(J CA for
some s, b) f(X) = 1 if (i,s)€X where s€Com for some =.
and c) lf(X), f(X’)} ^ (0, 1) for X,X’ such that X,X’ can
be concurrent. The notion of concurrency is defined such
that- in the present terminology, X (_J X’ represents a
reachable configuration. For any subset X of V X Q let
sites(X) = {i | (i,s)eX for some s} and states(X) = (s |
(i,s)€X for some i). We now show that our model of TPs
is m o r e g e n e r a l than both of the above mentioned models,
which we call respectively the quorum model and the
mappings model.
Proposition 5. Let A be a (delayed-)commit protocol
such that any configuration in which some sites are in N
states and the rest are in CS states is reachable. The sets
of TPs of A obtained by the mappings model and the
quorum model are identical.
s' wc a
agreement.
. . . __ ^
We define a mapping from the power set of V X Q to'
¡0,1,oo} as follows: f(X) = 0 if either (i,s)’6X where
seA b lJI or sites(X)DS for some S i q a AND (i,s)€X
where s€N for some delay site i; f(X) = 1 if (i,s)eX where
s 6 Com or sites(X)DS for some S i qc AND (i,s)eX where
s€CS for some i6sites(X); and f(X) = oo otherwise.
Correctness of this mapping follows from the correctness
of the quorum agreement. Conversely, let f be a TP given
by a mapping. Let S c = fsites(X)| there is no (i,s)€X
such that s€Com} and let
= {sites(X)| there is no
(i,s)eX such that s€ l|jA b Q C A } . Remove all sets S
from S c such that SD T i S c . Process .Sjj the same way. .
We claim that < S c , 5^ > is a quorum agreement. For
this we must show that each set in S c intersects each set
in S A . For SeSo and T€Sj* , let X,X’ respectively be the
sets from which they are derived. X,X’ must be con
current for all commit protocols A such that any
configuration in which some sites are in N states and some
sites are in CS states is reachable. But f(X) = 1 and f(X’)
= 0 by construction of S c and S ^ . Hence S and T must
intersect.
□
Even though it is possible to show that the mappings
model generates more TPs than the quorum model for
commit protocols A not satisfying the hypothesis of the

Local state of q
Condition type
Strongest commit from Com
from CS
Weakest commit
from I
Strongest abort
from N
Weakest abort
Consider the returned-message scenario now. A site
receiving some returned messages can use the knowledge it
gains through those messages in asserting the termination
predicates. Thus, for instance, consider the centralized
three-phase commit. If a site p in an N state is returned
its message to the central site, then it can safely abort
s i n c e t h e w e a k e s t a b o r t predicate is now satisfied (no site
can know that all initial values are 1). Thus, in a sense, a
site receiving certain returned messages may be able to
"roll back” its state to a previous state (such as p
effectively considering itself to be in an I state in the
example above). Thus the chances that the abort predicate
is satisfied are improved in the returned-message scenario.
The entries in the above table remain valid in this case
also, with the interpretation that the "rolled back" state of
the site is considered instead of the original state.
4.2 Cooperative Term ination Protocols.
Informally, in comparison to the UTP-based
approach, all sites in a group here pool together the infor
mation they have and then try to move into a final state.
Thus, a group here plays the role a single site has played in
the above approach. Consequently many of the conclu
sions drawn there hold for the CTP based approach, too.
The counterpart of the Proposition 1 is given below. Proof
is obvious and-is omitted.
Proposition 4. Let A be a commit protocol, f a CTP of
A and C a subconfiguration on S. Then f moves S into a
Com state only if S has full information in C and all initial
values are 1 (that is, P $ is true). □
Now it is easy to express CTPs also by termination
predicates. More than in the case of UTPs, this approach
here can be of considerable use because it leaves all the
details of asserting a prescribed condition to the group.
Thus under this approach, a group is free to use all the
information it can accumulate, including the VCV of the
commit protocol and any messages returned to the sites in
the group. Also, it is free to use any VCV for the imple
mentation of the CTP.
The weakest commit predicate for groups is given by
Proposition 4. Similarly, the strongest commit predicate
is, "some site is already in a Com state". The weakest abort
predicate is the "group version" of the one given in the
previous section: C on S satisfies the weakest abort predi
cate if the subconfiguration on V\S does not satisfy the
strongest commit predicate. The strongest abort predicate
similarly is the negation of the weakest commit predicate.
Let us consider the lost-message scenario first. We extend
the notion of states to groups as follows: a group S is in
Com, Ab, CA, or I state if one of the sites in S is in a state
from the respective class; S is in CS state if P s is true; S
is in AP ("abort possible") state if there is a delay site q in
S such that q is in an N state; and finally S is in N state if
it is in none of the above states. Now we can easily estab
lish the correspondence between the extremal
commit/abort predicates and the states of a group, given
in the following table:

A i U U 1 . L/Cl
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above result, a slight modification of the interpretation oi
the quorum agreements for such protocols makes them
equivalent. We shall omit these details here since they
require more complex terminology while not shedding any
new light.
Proposition 6. Let A be a delayed-commit protocol. Let
M and T respectively denote the classes of CTPs of A
described by the mappings and the termination predicates.
Then, T D M.
Proof. Let f be a mapping TP. It can be easily shown that
f(X) 1 if there is no (i,s)6X such that s£Com |JCS.
Similarly it can be shown that f(X) = 0 if there is no
(i,s)€X such that s€l [J CA (J A b(J N. Thus if we inter
pret each X as a subconfiguration on sites(X), f(X) = 0
only if sitesiXl satisfies the weakest abort predicate and
f(X) = 1 only if sites(X) satisfies the weakest commit
predicate. Now, given f, we construct the commit predi
cate by simply listing all subconfigurations that correspond
to X such that f(X) = 1. Abort predicate can also be
described similarly. (Clearly this is a very inefficient
transformation but we are only interested here in its
existence.) We now prove that this relationship is proper.
Consider the decentralized version of A. Let g be the pro
gressive CTP of A. Consider a subconfiguration X on a set
S such that in the information graph G of X, there are
paths from <p,0> to < r , t q > for all p,r€S (so that all
sites in S are in N states) and there is a site p€S such that
there is no path from <p,0> to <s,t> for any s6V\S, for
all t. (Informally, the value of p is not known to any site
outside S.) Clearly X is mapped to 0 under g. No mapping
TP can distinguish between X and a subconfiguration in
which there is a path from <p.0> to < r , t T > for some t,
for all r6V\S and hence must map the subset of V X Q
corresponding to X to oo.
□
The Proposition 3 which says that fast-commit pro
tocols have a unique termination protocol remains valid
for CTPs also:
Proposition 7. Let A be a fast-commit protocol. Then
there is exactly one CTP for A, given by <weakest com
mit predicate, strongest abort predicate >. □

not been able to decide to move into a final state, then it
first attempts to communicate with the leader of its group.
If it can, then it asks the other site to participate into this
group, thus starting a new cycle. (If it cannot communi
cate with the leader but the other site can communicate
with its leader then it participates in the other group.) If
none of them can communicate with their leaders, then
they start the election process and form a new group. The
algorithm used by the leader each time is exactly the same
- it tries to find if the group is in one of the favorable
states from which the group can move into a final state. It
is not difficult to show that no two concurrently existing
groups can move into conflicting final states while using
this procedure.
As in the case of UTPs, the returned-message
scenario can only make a group to "roll back" its state. A
site communicates with the leader whenever it receives a
returned message and the leader checks if this can cause a
"roll back" of the group’s state. If the leader has already
decided to move into a final state, then such "roll backs" do
not effect it. Otherwise the leader may be able to move
into an abort state due to certain returned messages. The
details in this case are very similar to those in the case of
the TJTPs and are omitted.

4.3 A Mixed Approach.

We have considered above two classes of termination
protocols in the presence of a partition - UTPs and CTPs.
Among these, the UTPs impose no communication over
head after the detection of a partition while the CTPs
require communication among all sites of a group.
Depending on the VCV used for the implementation of a
CTP, the nuiqber of messages generated can vary from
0(jS|) to O(jSp) for a group S. On the other hand, a CTP
may be able to make a group move into a final state when
no UTP can move all sites of that group. Thus it seems
natural that each site first attempts a UTP and then joins
a CTP only if it cannot move into a final state by itself.
The UTP and the CTP must be com patible in such an
approach since otherwise the mixed protocol may not be a
termination protocol: the commit (abort) predicate for a
site q and the abort (commit) predicate for VMq} must be
mutually exclusive. This is because it is possible that at
some instant (of the real time) a site is using the UTP
while some groups are using the CTP.
Using the mixed approach, a site behaves as follows
after a partition is detected: first it attempts to complete
an incomplete transaction using the UTP. If it can move
into a final state, then it does so and informs all of its
neighbors about it. If it cannot move into a final state,
then it initiates the CTP by informing its neighbors that it
is willing to form a group. A site receiving a message indi
cating the movement into a final state itself moves into a
liiial state (from tne same class) and informs its neighbors.
If all messages it receives are about forming a group then
it also participates in the group formation and the subsc
quent use of the CTP.

4.2.1 Im plem entation of C TPs - An exam ple.
Let us consider the progressive CTP of the threephase commit protocol. Let S be a group formed due to a
partition. Assume that S chooses to implement the CTP
via a star VCV. Thus a site in S is elected to be the le a d e r
and all other sites report to the leader. The central site
relays any decisions it makes to all of the other sites. (A
spanning tree may be the actual structure used by the
group to achieve this effect.) If S can determine that its
state is among I, CS, CA, Ab, or Com, then it can move
into a final state immediately. For this purpose, each site
in S forwards the following information to the leader: < id,
state, ids of the sites known to have initial values of 1 if
the state is from N>. The leader can now determine if S is
in one of the above-mentioned states. It directs all sites in
S to move into the appropriate fined state if possible. Oth
erwise, it sends the following information to the sites in S
and waits for a reconfiguration : < list of sites in S, state of
S, list of sites known to have initial values of 1>.
When a site detects a merging (that is, it can com
municate with a site from a different group), its behaviour
depends on whether or not it has received a message from
the leader of its group regarding the completion of the
transaction. If it has received a message directing it to
move into a final state, then it simply passes on this deci sion to the new' site also. If it knows that the leader has

4.4 Performance Analysis.

Cooper in [5j analyzes the performance of certain
commit protocols in the presence of partitions. In his
model, a site waits if it is in its "window of uncertainty" at
the partition time. For the centralized versions of basic
two-phase commit, back-up based two-phase commit, and
the two-phase commit with a straight-line VCV, the win
dow of uncertainty coincides with being in an N state and
it coincides with being in a CS state for the centralized
three-phase commit. The expected number of waiting sites
for each of these commit protocols is computed there and
the analysis can be extended in a straight-forward manner
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Extension of this analysis to CTPs is also not hard.
ooper analyzes tl e group version of the SDD-1 protocol
in 5 . The same principles apply u the other protocols and
we shall not give the details here.

to the other protocols also. As an example, we shall
analyze the progi essive protocol for the centralized
three-phase commit. The terminology, assumptions, and
the approach are from [5j. The interested reader is referred
to the original source for more details.
A ssum ptions.
The probabilistic model used to analyze the protocols
makes the following assumptions about the network and
the transaction processing times [5]: "a) the time required
to send a fixed-length message from one site to any
number of others is 8, b) if m sites attempt to send a mes
sage to the same site simultaneously then the time
required for all messages to arrive is m8, c) the processing
time required by a site i is described by a random variable
T, { T , is the time from the receipt of the transaction by i
to the time i makes a local decision, and T, is taken into
an absolute time for convenience), and d) T , are indepen
dent and are identically distributed with cumulative dis
tribution function F(t)." As remarked in [5j, the results are
valid for networks for which 8 is small compared to the
local processing times (the communication medium is fast
and the processing power is not very high - local area net
works of micros for instance). The broadcast facility
assumed above is not essential and the results can be
extended to point-to-point communication. The following
result is very useful to us, as it was to Cooper.
Lemma 1 [5]. Let X, Y be independent random variables
with cumulative distribution functions F x (z ) and F y (x )
respectively. Let P(z,p) be the probability of the event X
< z < max(X,Y|+p. Then P(z,p) =
F x (* ) ~ F x (2 ~P) F y ( z - p ). □
The centralized three-phase com m it.
We observe that a site waits under the progressive
protocol only if it is in an N state at the time of partition
ing. Thus, the partition must occur after the site sends its
value but before it receives the "prepare to commit" mes
sage. In our model, i sends its value at 7. and the central
site receives the last value and sends the "prepare to com
mit" message at time max(T,' )-l-S which is received by all
other sites at max( T , )+28. Hence, if a partition occurs at
r and i is in an N state at that time, r must satisfy the
inequality
T i ^ r < max(ry ) + 28.
It is easy to compute the probability of this event by tak
ing X = T i , Y = max { T j | j^i) so that m ax(rt ) =
max(X,Y) and applying Lemma 1. Clearly F y [ x ) =
F(x)"-1 and F x (z ) — F(x). Thus, the required probabil
ity is F ( t ) - F ( t - 2 8 ) . Since the central site need not wait
even if it is in an N state, the expected number of waiting
sites under the progressive protocol is given by (nl)[F(T)-F(r-28)n]. By contrast, the probability that the
site i waits while using the conservative protocol is shown
to be Expwait = F(r-2S)n-F(T-(n+2)8)) in [5]. Thus the
expected number of waiting sites under the conservative
protocol is (n-l)*Expwait.
This implies that for large n, the conservative proto
col performs better than the progressive protocol. This can
primarily be attributed to the fact that a site is likely to
remain in an N state longer than in a CS state. Thus there
is a trade-off between the number of yvaiting sites and the
number of committing transactions. Since the abort of a
transaction may be far more expensive than a commit (the
aborted transaction may be resubmitted later for execu
tion), a weight may have to be assigned to each aborted
transaction and correspondingly a desirable UTP is
required to minimize the weighted expected number of
waiting sites.

(

5. R elated W ork.
Gray has informally shown the impossibility of
implementing atomic actions when arbitrary partitions
occur in ¡13]. The same result is formally proved by Skeen
and Stonebraker in [23], They model the algorithm run by
each site participating in a commit protocol by an indeter
ministic finite state automaton. They do not study the
properties of the termination protocols in the preseiice of
partitions. Skeen describes a commit protocol based on
quorums in [22]. This work does not assume the detecU
bility of partitions. Davidson ¡61 has explored a differon.
approach known as the o p t i m i s t i c a p p r o a c h where the
transactions are allowed to proceed in all groups and any
inconsistencies arising irom mis are detected and resolved
after a reconfiguration. Garcia-Molina et al ¡121 extend
these ideas to cases where it may not be possible to resolve
inconsistencies. Sarin et al [20J present a solution based on
compensating transactions to resolve inconsistencies
resulting from unrestricted transaction processing. Parker
et al present a simple technique for the detection of incon
sistencies when a transaction accesses a single file j17i.
This technique is recently generalized to arbitrary tran
sactions by Ramarao ¡18], Chin and Ramarao investigate
the properties of the termination protocols and develop a
theory for the design of termination protocols optimizing
the expected number of groups/sites that can continue
processing, for the case of a complete graph topology in
[3j. They use an information-based model in [4] to give an
alternate proof for the non-existence of atomic commit
protocols. The model considered in the present paper is
different from that information-based model. Davidson et
al survey most of the work on handling partitioned data
bases in [7], Barbara and Garcia-Molina address the more
general problem of mutual exclusion in [l] and report a
class of termination protocols (quorum agreements) which
properly includes the voting-based protocols.
Our work differs from all of the existing literature
dealing with partition failures in the following ways: a) our
formalism for termination protocols is more general than
the existing ones and is intuitively more appealing, b) we
explore different kinds of termination protocols - Unila
teral, Cooperative, and Mixed, c) we study the effects of
the communication patterns of the commit protocols and
of returned messages, on the termination protocols and d)
we have produced a CTP strictly better than all known
termination protocols (in the proof of Proposition 6).
There has been an extensive amount of work
reported on fault-tolerant concurrency control mechan
isms and replica control algorithms. We shall not consider
this aspect here. The interested reader is referred to the
recent works by El Abbadi and Toueg ¡10] for concurrency
control of databases and by Herlihv ¡14] for concurrency
control of abstract data types.

6. Conclusions.

The problem of implementing atomic transactions in
the presence of network partitions is studied in this paper.
The approach taken is to seperate the essence of a protocol
from its means. It is shown that this approach not only
leads to a deeper understanding of the principles of com
mit protocols, but also to better protocols.
An important assumption made in this paper is that
the failures are detectable. The approach based on termi
nation protocols becomes inapplicable when this assump
tion is invalid.
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